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ABSTRACT
The initial foal of this project waa to store 10 4 joules in a super-
conducting magnet which had been charged by a flux pump. The energy was
to be discharged at 5 kilocycles (if possible) into a magnetic hammer, with
the first oscillatory peak in the discharge current to be 20 0 000 amperes.
The flux pump and magnet have been constructed and have undergone
initial texts. The pump is a modified full-wave rectifier type with a
designed average output of 100 watts. The magnet is 27 turns of 1-in.-diam
composite cable forming a solenoid 5 in. ID, 13 in, OD, and 7 in. long
with only 60 ft of cable. The magnet and connectors Are capable of
carrying in excess of 20,000 amperes. The unit weighs about 160 lb, is
40 in. high, and about 13-1/2 in. in diameter.
At this timft only limited testing has been completed; the results are
promising and indicate operation as predicted. Full immersion in liquid
helium has never been awcomplished due to a faulty dewar; thus in all
teats, parts of the magnet or flux pump were cooled by conduction or by off-
gas only. tinder these conditions, 8000 amperes and 3000 Joules have been
pumpei and stored. The need for further tests with a ropl&cen ont dewar
X *
 INTRODUCTION
This fourth technical report covers the period June 1066 to
January 1969 t ia period during which the Atomics International Division
of North Americain Rockwell Oorporatlori made a substantial compony-funded
contribution in support of NASA Contract MAS 8-11907., The d6volopment
of the superconductive inductooce typo energy storage system has boon
accomplished for the inAtial iphases, of energy pumping and pertistent
storage# The final phase, the development of dumping switcheto has been
delayed indefinitely pending further support•
II THEORY OF OPERATION
As BACKGROUND
The fundamental notion underlying flux pumping is that the flux in
A closed superconducting loop is conserved. 	 If there is to be a net
change in the flux threading the loop, a resistance must be introduced,
at least momentarily, into the circuit, In recent years, several schemes
have been advanced (2) by meaner of which flux may be introduced into a
closed superconducting loop without losing a significant amount of any
flux which might previously have enclosed the circuit. Such developments
have made flux pumping, that is, the accumulation of flux by its addition
in increments, possible.
The operation of all these devices is fundamentally the same, ind'can
be understood by reference to Figure 1. The idea is that flux is brought
into a loop through a series of gates in a banner analogous to the
entrance into a submerged submarine by a diver. In Figure 1-a, with
switch Sl open, a flux 0 generated by some excitation magnet, is brought
into the loop. If Sl is now closed and the exciting magnet removed M44 1=b),
the flux is conserved by the induction of a current Al t g/L,. The, process
cannot, be repeated, however, because opening Sl would disrupt the current
and a Mould be lost. To circumvent this, a bypass path for the current is	 JJ
included as shown in Figure 1-ac.t Now, with 82 closed Sl may be opened to bring i
flux into the Sl loop without destroying the stored current, Closing Sl and
f
opening S2 permits another flux increment to be added to the circuit. This
process may be repeated so that after n cycles a current of n Al results.
Superconducting switches of the type illustrated in Figure 1 are, by
no means, yet practical, It suffices, however, to introduce finite resistances
AI-68-106:
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1^^ nstead, and this is the method usually employed. The ,.resistance may be 	
•
intr +r^Uf,i d by exceeling any of the critical, superconducting parameters
such a6 temperaturej^ current`;, or magnef.1, field.
B.. GENE 'n C0: : DE RATIONS
A schematic diagram of the circuit is given in Figure 2. The principles
of operation art similar to those first conceived by H. London and later
devaloped into-a small working model by D. Watt. 3) zn operation, current
'is built ur in magnet, L. by periodically reversir \
 the direction of
transformer flux , as switches Sl and S2 in the seconOary loops are alternately
turned on and off.	 -
With both switches closed there is, in effect, a ?^,wo-turn shorted
secondary. Thus, while energizing the primary can cause;, large secondary
currents, there will be no voltage developed across the iriAuctor and, con-
sequently, no current will flow therein. If one of the swi,t zhes is opened,
however, a voltage will restat, and current will rise in the inductor. The
primary magnetizing current, imag , which causes the flux change Xn the
transformer-core, is given by the difference between the primary aipere
turns and the secondary ampere turns. Since only one-half of the second
is connected at any one time (i . e., one 'turn), we have for the circuit`<)
Figure 2:
1
t `!
For any well-designed transformer, this magnetizing current ( essentially
the primary current under no load), is some two orders of magnitide or more
'lower than the primary current under load. This is especially true if a
material like square orthonol is used, so we immediately make the approximation
that when we are $$pumping" flux and the care is unsaturated:
	
Nipri	 Isec = 0.	 (2)
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As soon as the core saturatea, b th s no longer holds; l t^emains constant and
i irises to a valve ilim net by sm external circuit Olwoht4 it will bt
shown below that, by going into Maturation with teach aviogo energy lo sses
can be reduced. Wherefore, in the remaind^gr of this discussion it will always
be assumed that the care is taken into saturation during each pumping. cycle.
With the core saturated in one direction, and a secondary current
established in the load G. we "switch" the current from one secondary to the
other by closing both secondary switches and then opening the switch through
which ,I was originally Mowing. By this action the core is driven further
into saturation because the secondary magnetization is now in the same
direction as is the primary. Reversing the direction of saturation by	 I
reversing the sense of ip
 will add another increment of current in the
secondary load G. In the remainder of the analysis, the terms awitohing 	 1
and pumping will always be associated with the saturated and unsaturated
regions, respectively.
In ordinary transformer rectifier theory $ it is customary to Ignore
leakage inductances when analyzing basic performance. This is because the
Leakage inductances, which are usually of the ordar of 3 to 4% with ordinary
silicon iron cores, are evolved primarily in transient phenomena (such as
commutation tr-analents) $ and have little to do with basic current-voltage
relationships o With square orthanol material b the primary to secondary fig
linkage is much better than with ordinary steel; however, the area of the
,secondary loop may introduce considerable leakage inductance
Fortunatoly, for the sake of analyalso this inductance adds directly- to the load
inductance L. The total inductance is L #^^ ^ minding resistanceam however,
can be completely neglected since the materials art all superconducting
A1^6A^lbg
S
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FIGURE 3 - FLUX PUMP WAVEFORMS WITH SQUARE WAVE PRIMARY
Cs DETAILS OF PUMPING
The behavior of the circuit is shorn in graphical form in Figurs. 3,
A generator voltage, Vg , in the form of a square wage has been ,assumed#
At t z 0 the flux in the core is assumed to be preset at its negative
saturation values for ease in analysis.
The basic equation is
dd	 dRYR Np
	 Np A rt
N
where A is the cote area and N
p
 is the number of turns in tha primary.
This equation
  
holds from t e 0 unt it t
 saturation tine}, see figure 3
and since V is constant during thi, i intervalo We have
M
y,ypp
...._ 
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p 
_ H
p 
A
	 ( 4)
s
where 0D would be ahOUt 3,4 web . /m2 for square orthonol at law temperature*
In the secondary circuit, we have:
Ve x L 
dt
dI 
 
L l
	
6)
6
In this equation L is really L +,go , whey ^^ is the leakage inductance of
one secondary turn. This leakage inductance is very small compared with L.
so it is neglected.
Since
Vs 3 Ns at = A a
	
(6)
where Na the number of turns in the secondary is 1, we have from (5) and
(6)
L fl 'I	 OB _
	 (7
	
i	 i
	
s	 s
or	 i
AFB
	
L.^^
	
(8)
The current increment may also be expressed in terms of lip. Since
,
V
	
P- N
a p	
(9)
we may write, after combining (9) with (6)
	
AI its	 (10)
r	 a
AT-68105
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The final value of current I f = AN (number of half cycles) or If x Al x 2n
where n is the number of cycles.
2nV to
If :	 (11)
The timer to pump to this value, t 0 is
N LI
t	 ( 12)
Pa
where f is the generator frequency.
Coubining Equations ( 4) and ( 12) yields
LIf
tp ' MA
	
X 13)
The quantities in the denominator of equation (12) are not completely
arbitrary. The maximum frequency is governed by the possible switching speed's
and to must be lose than 1/2 cycle. We can rearrange terns as follow:
LIf
	N
tp	
°*e
	
V_	 (14)
s	 p
The product of f and to is constant, which means that the pump-up time is
essentially independent of frequency, and we have as variables instead the
primary voltage and turns. Evidently, we must use as few turns as possible
and as large a voltage as possible. Np/Vp is proportional to 1/A as shover in
E tion ( 4)	 Th r ree	 how v r slow	 ni	 n 1	 str i is o mf 'mini thqua	 a a,	 e e,	 eras con. a n	 n	 $ e
number of primary turns. If N 1, the primary end secondary currents would
q
be equal and there would be no advantage to a flux pump. We see from Fig. 3
that ultimately
g
,:n►1.• ,:e.,....r .. _.	 ..ti	 ,,,.t6,,.yo_. _;+',p,^j(t'..,^,.^..;.	 ;	 .a^.^...+l rs.._...,ivUY,^.... i^a:m-^'^• 	 	 .,	 a...z.:f.^:i^G^::..^i,. ..,.,...^, ...^ii^G:,. 	 ._.. ..__	 ..._......	 .,...	 _...	 ......._	 _.	 ._	 ...<.
With a given ilinr determined by allowable primary lead heating losses,
N P is governed by how far into saturation one desires to goo It will be
shown below that minimizing the secondary turn inductance minimizes certain
losses; and thatp therefore, from this point of view, a high value of N p
given Ili, is desirable.m
Do ENERGY LOSSES
There art several mechanisms by which energy is lost during the operation
of a flux pumpo The two major losses occur In the secondary switebtil; one
during pumping which is unavoldablo #
 and the other during switching which
may be aircumvont#d#
The energy log o during pumping, occurs because while one switch Is
closed (suporcofiductIng) #
 the other switch (open, resistive) has twice
the secondary voltage Impressed acftss It# If the rooistanco of the normal
2switch Is R 1, the power loag
 1# (2V 0 ) At and the heat loss per half cycle
19 (2V t A! sin@# V	 V /H , we can write the heat loss ast9	 P P
2V/
:ft	 0
is	 tl
The total heat lose Q to given by multiplying by 2n where n is the number
of cyale## Thus),
Q	 t 2n	 (16)
The number of cycles is. given by ft P p therefore*
	
(V	 24 ( .z	 t ft	 (17)Q	 N	 P
P
Al-68-108
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Substituting for t  from Equation ( 14) 9
 we have:
4( P^)/
7	 Llf N
R 	 S Wit;
or
4 V
-2 Lif (l8
p
Equation 18 is independent of frequency and indicates that k should be la rge
(which we knew anyway)-, and also that N  should be larg e and Vp mall#
The factor Np/Vp which appears in Equation ( 14) indicates that l-rge Np/Vp
corresponds to a long pump time. The total heat lose is therefore reauced
with longer pump tunes. In other words, high efficiency and long pumping
timer go together. Equ&tion (18) can be rewritten as
V
Q '^	 FE ( 1/7 Lx^ )
,Q	 p
k	 from which we may derive an expression for the fractional energy loss
i
Q^_ 8V	
(19)	
`.L
fract ional loss	 --
1/	 Np
d
The current which causes this loss in the normal switch, the back current,
has another de,loterious.effect in that this same current also flows in the
forward direction through the-closed,
- or superconducting _,
 switch. The
required current-carrying' capacity of the switches is thereby increased.
i
Since the upper limit of I is determined by the upper limit of current
capacity of the switches, this back current decreases the possible I f . The
back current I  is
Al-58-108
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1
2 V 	 u
lb ^ a irf
p
(20)
1
n11
and again, since t  co Np/Vp from Equation ('14) we sere the desirability
of a long pumping t ime.
f
r2
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FIGURE 4 - SECONDARY CIRCUIT ELEMENTS IMPORTANT IN SWITCHING LOSSES'
Another floss, which may be considerabler is the loss which occurs when
the current 1s switched from one secondary to the other during core
saturation. The situation its as diagramed In Figure, 4. Let a sw teh
be represented by v a at Here, at t1m# t ^ C`r 11 'a Z*rc, 12 ^ 10 , and
P2 s at - O. The clrcu i ; equations are:
di	 d12di1L rt # 12r2 + I
	
. m
	
0	 21)
di	 d1	 d1
dt	 Q .	 (22)
and	 dal	 l	 d	 (22)ftdt'
whew I and m refer to saturated core ( air core) inductances'. Substituting,
Equation ( 23) into (21) and (22) results 1n_, after whining to 8,
fAl-68-108
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di	 d1+ ( ^ 2
A41
	 di( L+J) ^- + (L-m)	 0	 (25)	 I
1
Solving for dil/dt in Equation (26) yields
dil	 L-m 	 d '2«	 (26)
,rt	
d
Combining Equatiops (26) and (24) results in
2	 di	 di
L +""
Separating variables la ads t
d1
.A td
	 ( 26)
}
IntegratingM
i
did Act	 tdt	 ( 29)
o	 1
or	 In i2, ,	 A t
	 (` 30
y
ai
r  t2	 ii
L2
	
i0exp l 	 e
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(33)
The energy lost in switchirg, A Qs is
o^
Q	 2	 2	 /.)1 C1 t 
_)
o	 0	
412
which reduces to
i 0 
2	 i 0 
2
Tr "r
Integrating time to infinity in Equation (32) implies that r3 goes to
infinity which, of course, it does not Ths resistance r 2 is large enough
and the propagation constant p is small anough i hcwievor, that this
approximation is valid. ror the case of zero or weak aoupX 1,jhg between
nacondayrys, m a 4, and Equation (33) reduces to
AQa 	  1021 when G > ^	 ( 34)
For perfect coupling, m !, S , and Equation (33) baaomas
AQs
	iu	 again, if h :*>
	
(35)
It is very aloar than that tho riaduotihti of Wth the vocandary inductance, lI
and the coupling batwaan S+owndarios # *I is Important to minimizing this loss,	 t
	
ror largo cupexita Vhig lefts jun so significant # For example, if io =	 ^
,15 0000 potro and I scare, sa mmah	 100 iwohonriae #'
 
the logs could be as
large as 100 joulsa per	 lef.`atatal thane is a technique (4) by means
of which thIs loss may bo g atly sd.uasd at even aiiminatads If after
PUMP o both switahes Aft made aWareandu ti s and the
 flux in the
	
t	 J
1
"Nall	 ERR M
sAl
so -M-
m
Wa
t an	 d d	 @	 Ufi j! ao #Iit W111 SWIt6tr *V(g
with no loss#* In the A*caadmys dranAidor f uft to
1
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FIGURE 6 - CIRCUIT 91MENTS INVOLVED IN PROGRAMING
The circuit equations ate:
d	 di	 d
_	 ( 3
At dl X11	 dL2) d0	 W6
t
`	 +2M i-A (37)
i
di	 dl	 d iA
- e't	 L, r;t	 m i,tk	 ta	 (39)
and	 dl	 dil + d
'2	 (39)
.	
JJ
r	
_	
1
Rewr,it .ng,and substituting Equation 34) into Equation (30) gives:
J
d l	 dig	 di
E	 -H	 + N
	 + Q k(401dt
r
dig	 di	 d
di	 di	 at
0	 _ (1t t) Wt'tY,w^) d
	
+ M
	 t42)	 1
AI-6R-108
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Multiplying Equation ( 42) by 2 and subtracting the result from Equation
(41) results in
di	 di
(m-2L- ^Q) 
dt
t (m-2L-.9
	 d = r)(43)
Therefore
.^ d...il =
 d i 2
dt	 dt
Substituting Equation (44) into Equation.(42) yields
(44)
di di di
dt dt dt
dt M	 dt
!	 Hence
dip
-	
- (
	 M) dil (46
M
Let m = UP 1/2
	
= C l and M = 71 CU
P
)1/2
then
1/ 2
1 =di =	 - di' (47)
Since .di1 = I t the stored current, we have
l/2	 1
di
p
=	 _
p
I (48)
AI'-68-108
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Note°that Equation (44) implies via Equation (39) that dI. = 0; therefore,
Equation (48) yields the required reduction in primary current to effect a
lossless transfer. The periodic man-ipulation of transformer flux to avoid
this switching loss is called programing the primary, or, more simply,
programing.
Others lass mechanisms, which can be made negligibly small by good
design, consist of a core loss due to the changing flux and ac losses in
the primary evan though it he superconducting. The core loss per cycle at
law temperatures should be about 0.007 joule/lb of iron, neglecting eddy
currant losses at low frequency. (5) The primary ac losses, too, are very
small (6) and are neglected.
E6 EFFICIENCY
If these small losses are neglected, and if the pump is programed to
avo id switching losses, then the only loss mechanism of significance is the
switch loss during pumpingo Equation (18) showed that this loss was
Q	 4 -2 LIR N 	 f
If the energy stored is Q s , then the pump efficiency ,e , may be defined as
Yi
enerzy stored
	
energy storedE total  energy input 	 energy stored + energy lost
!	 _ib.^'4'1^i'e.3Lil^a119=3^^a^ 	 !"_...^vna. ...f. 4.,.i 	 r	 _.:e.a. .^kM	 w.. .w^P 14' .. ^^ '^'	 ^.L O..:.n. ..41"	 'I••T Kii3+ l	 ^^N_L.^^i^•L•^^^},lF^_s :s^"l.^v. LfSr ie:1J?.rar^ilta 1. ^.Lt7fGe.vlutit rlA •axns:yL..Sz{ICsr,Y.'.nm .ta_^a.... wSK `.
t
LI2f
LI2f 4 v♦ It f LIf	 Jp	 1
cw	 E +	 1	 (49)
6V
1 + RN
p 
N
it is apparent that large R and long pumping times (t p cc ^ from
p
Equation (12)) increase the pump efficiency.
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III. DESIGN
A. BACKGROUND
The requirements of the energy storage device were to stare 10,000
joules of energy in a magnetic field in such a rAnner that discharging
the energy into a 5µh - 10 mil load would yirl(^ a 20,000 ampere peak
current in a damped oscillatory made at from 3 to 5 khz. A flue; pump
was to be used as the charging means, and the charging time was to be
as rapid as was consistent with these goals. A very important additional
constraint on design was that this device wan, in efftect $ a model study
for future mega- joule systems. This meant that int many in tanoas simpler
techniques appropriate to a 104 joule syaten, but not appropriate in a
m*ga-Jouil system, were avoided. High Ofiziency was of prima importance.
In this reg*rd, +calculations showed that switching losses would be small
and that, for a pump thia siz@ 0 no programing would be ne@es§ary*
provisions for programing, however # ware inQorporated in order to gain the
experience for extrapolation to higher ensrgie&.
A photegpaph of the flux pump and storage sagnot is shown in Fixes g
The magnet is suspended beneath the pump and consists of 27 turns of but 1
inch-didwter # copper stabilizodo insulated, superconducti?W cablo This
odbie is rated at 20 kilo-amperes in a 20 k1logaues field# Thy f1 pub#.
shown in the center # employs gnetia switches m@diately adjacent to the:
tr sfor r corro * The unit was designed for an av* ,ge power nbtp t of
100 watts. The a	 ;e stand* nearly 40 inchas in height # 4 1 g'.5 iffi-cheg
wide at ite v -t and weigh approxima0ly 150 poundto Samo of tbt deem
dov&W of his system are described is this swione
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14 Core
The important characteristics considered in the selection of a trans-
former core werei a) core cros,^sectionel area# b) saturation flux density,
and c) permeability in Wuration t rirst of all, the p0r must be at least
large enough to wind the requisite number of turns. If the primary current
is set°
 at sxy 10 amperes, then# barring other considerations which will be
dAscussed b ow, there must be apace for at least 1.5 x 10 3 turns accord ing
to Equation (2) of the preceding section. to addition, there must be space
for the eeoond y tins whlah# in this case, must carry 15,000 amperes. In
Cqusttoo (8) we saw that &I a AA B/L and later that th• pumping time was
t s bT f/2AAAf 0	 which it appears that ai large care area and a large
saturation fiu* donaity reduce the pumping time for a given frequency f.
It is try th-t the frequency is related in an inverse manner to the core
oa: md Wwttion fluitdonsity # see Equation (4), but it also depends
upan tRa t o to switch end program, Thus # while the pumping time does
oat dopond upon th-a- parvadm, AA  in simple a manner as shown, it does
ddcr#w wit?_ inoreasing A&#, since the efficiency according to Equation (49)
-ftr- a prcg wod pump is independent of these parameters the only advantage
;F
I@ f"V p%W1"g with the see affiaiency. On the other hand # a larger
core avow nacaaaarily jeans a 1a-rgor , sacondary inductance andq consequontly,
a Urger 9wItch109	 ads demonstrated in Equation (34). Thus,. there are
cpp	 ido aticna **1@4*14 the cop area s in the desAgn of this
p *"ry offroft a *W* to reduce the sewadW inductance and the mutual
ducto * borrow 000—Way	 R ^yqq order not -only m	 h
ebaa # bdopont of p"Craste pit t	 io dea^^ the dificui of
d	 it WOo ted3 Egti	 4 6) -4hows the #see of
Fx
E
_
7
prim-arl aurr*nt change, co
 the secondary inductance for losol@ss tronshroll
There It was @howfi that the greater the M@rond-*ry Inductance the greater
Ig
 tho required change in primary current. ror *ufficiont"Ifty large secondary
1
-nduclancoo g
 the primary current beoo#i@s unreasonably larjos So* the
Appofidix for a calculation of the programing current, H@nc#w fr4m all
the value 
of 
a reduced secondary Inductance is dosirods
It Is for the" saw* reasons that a small value of Permeability during
saturiitlon (hopefully approaching. air core) JA doodirablo and b@com*@#
thoraforo #
 an added constraint on core @@1wiana,
The ideal core, then * would have to large a saturation. UwK don@Aj;vy as
possible, air core p@r ► ab!Llity mile saturated # and as large an area as
switching loss and/or programing con@Id@ration g allow., On@ 94-1-1 Vrkdt off
pumping @p@@d with switching lo@@@§*
Tho care a#l@ctod for thi g pump #, Wood upon these @r1tor"14., was a sqiaro
orthonol torOld with on offoativ@ cross-ooatiowal area of 14 * 911 alt I and a
mean magnetic path of 45166 c 	 At low temperature* the	 flux
fttgity f@r thig m4t@rigl ig about 157 w@b@rr;/M 2
 #
With  fl110- care One load- 1-ndualimco at so jAl 9 tho- aw-r@AV, par hi-alf CY0,1*4
from Equation M # ist
M4
A 	 AAB _14.5x10   x 2 x 1#7li -5a era;
8 x 10
or 123 amperes per cycle * The factor 2AB appears because the cor-a- goft@
from plug to minus @aturationo
2. PrJimur Windy
The wire employed in the primary winding was copper-clad U-40 We Nb
ouporconductov,_ The wire had an overall diameter of OvOlOS" con gaigti% of a
0'00075 01
 Ti-Rb core. a copper that of 0.0145 1t o and fusod aylon knoulaflon te-
0#0165 01 *
 The superconducting, core eliminated obmU loso@4 0 and the OppC
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copper oesured #table opor*tion of the superconduo-tors The short sample
critical current was 72#5 amp# in a 30 kilogause transver@# field both
before, and after Insulations The critical current of the finishood primary
winding was not measured (to avoid the possibil" ,y of damage), but operation
Stith curmto of up to 20 "p@ro@ wa@ always atabloa
Tho chalat of the number of turns In. the primary is ultbotoly a compromi@@
&wng several zompotiog factors# The numbw— of primary wwo, turns must be
o Uamst Urge enough to #-xa@od the #@condsry ampere turns at full load curromt
see Equation M# in fa@tp II 'should he @om@wb-#-t larger than this to &satire
full	 Into saturotion 1-4 ordor to roduct +be aoconddry inductances.
Oft tho COMP hand, many ampere turns -41A tho prkigry means either a large
primary curr*m # ALA Is undoslrabl# j @r a large numbor of turns which
Wvcora- vowifit @Poa-d (but ific-r-orts@# @fftaionay) or some compromise on these
fkmllyj though # the P*qu-1r@m@nV* for programing determine the
nuffibor of affmp-0 Vwng P.0-od-od
	
the ptary
C@Pwidor- first tho AwWbor of twns roquilr@d to ovor-com the core
dToo- to tim secondary awwronto For thl"i 'PUMones, *be secondary
	
^I
droult may ho view-s-44 *# 1-4 Figurt T# For ont turn s*cond4ri*@ # the c4a*
berg # tht mo M-0-py wpora- tum #1* 1 + 2ib I	 J',
i	 1
	For the a lroUlt Shown	
111)
2v'
ib IN "or 
Is TO,P
so that
X 54
cull, penetratlou Into the aa:turated reg lon will reduce thecore permeability
r&nd therefore, reduce the secondary inductance -t
 if the additional ampere
turns required for ouch complete Saturation is So then
2Y
Npp
p
Solving for Np yields
1.+ *N)2 -1 v/R
M For A UA Ort ^^	 l	 ^	 2^ ^`	 the ^^et^a^ ^e under n^ lied la only about Q^_
Oeratedt A magnttizifig force of 100 *@rated* (00 ampere turnahm) then #
 will
COVULAXY COMP1041
-
Yteturate the corso if the load current, e@ in this ce@et
is 145 x 10 eaPeree o end a core 'wlth a magnet path of 0 am is mood, then. I
4
to 105 x10 + 0 x 405 x10 a 1086 X 10
-4e 0 nu^eri l 0-s-OVU 9, a
10 amp@re
140 Volvo
jk	 10,z	 Lk
_i
i
i
L
I	L ^''s	 '---=-°<.".^ .--.,..._ __„^ ,.;^^-_^,.	 -.^.	 ,x..._,^r=•.... ,...:;^_^ c^...._A	 .yam.=..:.:	 _ ..^c^,.^b_^..-
Under these circumstances Np becomes
p	 2x10
Np % 2 x 10 3  urns I
It is ##on that th* back cWront and SaVuration omMAIMI odd abbouf 9900
Nvore to iee
In. t4t Appendix It Is Show h@V Vbw	 O 0 t 4 aeD	 O-U
von
en^^
Al le
a1 g'
1
And	 di = s 10 a
x
a
A
._
r— s -- — —
With *artful doolgn the aouplihg coofflol@nt may be made to approach zero.
Th@n t N o 3#64 x 10 turns, Th# parameters C and ^ are difficult to
edlculat@ exactly b@aaucao of the complex geometries and ubcortainty about
the valu@ of I& in tht r@gioflo of far gaturations Given the values listed
above, and with du# cohold@Pation to the unc@rtaintioss the final value
§@!@@t@d for ff P W46 3000 turnso and d 15 ampere primary currant capacity
wag IncorporAud t Tho MO Vurfia w@r@ evenly distributed about the core to
ensure adoquat@ aoupliflg botw@@n the primary and secondary with the core in
g4furolon t Thig condition JA t@c@ggAi for programing.
In the above example the maximum dip was att equal to i p . In actual
practice the maximum availabl@ dip
 
may be greater than i p because the reducti(
of IJ 
P 
b
.
y s@wo amount during programsIng will cause some secondary current to
switch ovary the opposing secondary-Y magnetizing force will thus go to zero
and tb@fi begin to did the primary magnetizing force as i P in reduced toward
wro, Thug # i p may go in the negative directfor # if necessary, before the
c4pe- g@@§ out of gaturationt
3, S@cond@TZ
,T-
-ba secondary circult # @xcluding the switch elements and the storage
m4giwt wb1 Uia_ n :-- , @ongl@t@ of copper stabilized Ti-36 w/o Nb strip, Strip was
cbo@@n ever wirt because of the great difficulty in making high current
density' gwreon-ducting joints in the latter. Such joints are easily made
in strip, as will be d11 #cu@*@d lgt@rp by spot welding*
Th@ secondary circuit was required to carry a full load current of
1 4 5 X 10 4 amperes, By present standards, this is, even for suporconductorsp
an @ncrmous current. For this reason, and others described below, the
current was divided into ton s@parate strips each of which then was required
to carry only 1@5 x 10 3 amperes. ripure 8 is a plot of critical current
d@n5ity o J vs field for the Ti-Nb material used. It is seen that at low
Al-68-108
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fields, the case 'here, J  approaches 1,06
 A/cm2. The material used measured
1.25 cm x 1.27 x 10 -2 em. Thus, current density at full load current would
be
J= I _ ^^ 1^ 5 x 103	 105 A/cm2A	 1.25 x .1.;'J x 10-2
In this application this secondary strip was subjected ' to an external field
which, at most, was a few hundred gauss. The choice of this material and
its size was, therefore, conservative by a factor of about 10,
The superconductor was stabilized by backing; it with o fic copper. The
amount of copper required may be calculated from (71
I 2R = h ATS ,	 (53)
where I is the current, R is the copper resistance, h AT is a heat transfer
coefficient, and S is the Surface area exposed to the helium bath. Kohl,, for
strip
R = Wt
N 11	 .
i
and
;.	 N
S - w 1
where Pis resistivity,lis the conductor length,, and w and t are the
conductor width and thickness respectively. The equation for S assumes
that only one side is in contact with the bath.
Subst ituting for * R and S results in
I2P
_ _h QTw,
wt
Solving for t yields
I2 Pt = _._..^	 (54)
h L^Tw2
AI-68-108'
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Lot
w = width of superconductor = 1.25 cm
P = 2 x 10-8
 ohm-cm
h AT 0.4 watts /cm2 ( see Reference 7)
I = 1.5 x 10 3
 amperes, the full current to be carried.
t	 (1,5 x 1U 3) x 
2 
x 10
-8 
M 7.2 x 10-2 ram = 0.028 in.
0.4x (1.25)
the value for P used above is for the worst case. In the final de;Agn the
copper used was 0.031 in.
The final strip, then, was a Ti-35 w/o Nb superconductor 1.25 cm-wide by
1.27 x 10 2 cm-thick bonded.,to an OFHC strip of similar width and of thickness
8 x 10-2 cm. It fs 'required to carry 1.5 x 10 3
 amperes, which in view of the
aenservatism	 in selection of all parameters involved it should easily do.
The copper strip was bonded to the superconductor by soldering with h ig h
purity indium after e lectroplating a copper film onto the superconductor. The
copper was plated onto the superconductor after the surface layer had been freed
of oxides and surface contaminants by sandblasting. The copper was then
diffused into the Ti-Nb by heat treating in vacuum at 350 0C for 5 hours.
This time and temperature was selected on the basis of optimizin 'g the super-
conducting character of the Ti-Nb, but served very well also to bond the
copper plate to the superconductor.
4. 'Weld Joints
As mentioned above, the superconducting joints were made by spotwelding
the components. In this device, three different superconductors were used in
the secoi 'ary circuits 1) Ti-35 w /o 'Nb in strip form; 2) Ti-35 %olo Nb in wire
form; and 3) Nb-1 w/o Zr in strip form. Zero field critical current
measurements were made on joints between: l) Ti-Nb strip to Ti-Nb- strip; 2)
Ti-Nb strip to Nb-Zr strip; and 3) Ti-Nb strip to Ti-Nb wire. The results
AI-68-108
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are tabulated balow, Weld: spot dismours were all approxLmately 1 mm in
diameter and the total: energy which Kent into each #pot was 50 Matt-seconds.
No 4ttempt to explore the effects of spot energy or spot diameter one the
critical current were made. In each case the size of thm samples Joined
was such that their critical cutrew.cs were far in excess of the joint
critical currenta q so that in every case it was thm Joint critical current
which was measured.
Ti-Nb Strip to T Nb Strai
No. of Nelda	 Critical Current (Amperes)	 Average Average
in Joint
	
Sa lei
	
Say:► le	 2	 Sample 3	 Current	 Per Spot
1	 600	 525
	
500	 541
	
541
2	 1350	 1025	 1275	 1182	 591
3	 2050	 2200	 ----	 2125	 7.0
Ti-Nb Strip to Nb-Zr Strip
For these measurements there wss one spot weld per joint.
Critical Currant
Sammle .NNo t _ (Amperes).,...._
1 315
2 430
3 340 -
4 445
Average 382
The Nb-Zr was the 0.002 in, switch material.
_I
Ti-Nb Strip to Ti-h-b^ Wire
No. of Welds Critical current ( Amperes) Average Average
in Joint Samples 1 Sample 2	 Sample 3 Current Per Spot
280 350
	 '350 328 328
2 720 745
	 790 752 376
3 1028 1000	 1050 1026 342
The welds were made on a filed tapered flat region on the 0.065 in	 wires.
AI-68-108
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Thei initial spot in any wire to strip Joint was made nary now thr- tap
beginning so that little of the wire ' s current capacity wog
 loot dim to fit
reduesd cross-section@
C O 	 :TW ITCHES
The three maj or considerations in switch design were that; l^ Visy Corry
the full. 1.5 x 104 amperes plus back current in the mWor-conducting ststoi
2) they be readily switchad kito the normal state; and 3) that while In tho.
normal, state, they be as mistive as necessary to achieve the desired
efficiency $ sae Equation (49). High current and high resistance area  tc
some extent contrary requirements since adding cross-sections area to
increase current capacity decreases resistancee Therefore # only enough
cross-sectiou X.s used to achieve the desired current level annnd the required
resistance is fined by switch length and normal_ state resis#tivity, There
is no possibility to use stabilized composite with copper since the normal
riesistance is too law.
Ire this pump, switching was accomplished magnetically. The altornat va,
thermal switching, was rejected because the added Meat input would have
lowered the overall efficiency and because thermal awitching is alow compared
to magnetic. The selection of suitable materials for the switch was thus
narrowed to those whose critical fields are sufficiently low as do be readily
switched. Using a magnetic core with gaps to accommodate the switches,
f is Ids of up to but not in excess of about 17 kG can be readily produced I
with only a few amperes excitations
Kb-1 w/o Zr alloy was chosen as the switch material.. The zirconium
addition increases switch resistivity, increases critical current densities,,
and is small enough so that HC2 is Less than the 17 'kG limit.
The switches were 0.005 cm strip, rather than wire, so that super-
conducting joints could be made without loss of current capacity. At HC2
AI.68-108
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(13 We 4120y) Vh-4 110"m *I 000- r0@416tivity is 1 * 3 /A , Al-cmt- A plot of
r@#j§VkVr-jT jEY PrIV1 Vjj
rho wWV  corry!r4 cap#ciV of the Rb-Zr shraw@d som@ interesting
d#p@nd@P-c-@@ upon width- and th-licknoms which- kfiftluonc#4 the final design
of -0st 2witch-&-g # The ro101m-Aip bot-W@on critical current and sa -Mple width
is show- in 'Figur-@ 10, AU data wtr- , o Vakmr on the some Samplo (except the
X mw @mpl@) which waag cut down after *#cb wi*@ of -measurom-ents at a
givon- w W-fthe Thor-# wao a vary a@nsidorablo @proad in the measured critical
ow-ron't-a at an glvo-n width } as is shy in rig 	 10 # where the results
of savor	 it each width or@ Plottodo It is apparent from the
graph that critical current dmalty docreasts with increasing conductor
Width
A- fa or -tho voriat"on of curront capacity with thickAwag when two 3,5-
cm-widog 0#005-co-thick @hoots were promiod, togothfmr, the @ritical our-rent
averaged 1425 atopomf -This w&--# an imroaso of only 14% in Current with a
1004 iner"so i-a 't-bicknoss- , Stated_ in 4 diffor-ent fty # doublirg the thicknoo-c
-ical awrent	 W-h*-n- t1hoset mvine Two a Wasvery - AJ7 I A l amm 0 writ	 A
however, were tested in -a configuration in which they ob-arod, a common joint,
but were separated,, they ca-m-iod 25000 mporoso With this stri p , th,eny the
current capacity did not incroose directl y with either width or Wdknea-a
Based upon this expor ioncop critical currents wore measured for a
switch which consisted of five 1/2-cm-wide- strips :-separated fr4a oech other
by & l/2-cm-wide gap * The a-vorago mer- o- field cri-ti-CA1 current for LIOV#r-al
such samples was 1800 amperes  In the final per # a total of twon-Ay such
switches per secondary turn (two for each loop) wort included- * If thw-*
were no degradation of critical currents in tho pmp * there should be
enough material to carry 36 9 000 opera*.
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Im 11-110-
T_h@ 1@ngth of the @witch U fixed by the r@ gi@tAnc# desired which in
tw_n -1-W r#!4t@d to the officlWy
 raquirod# Equation (49) may be solved
for R y1olding
Ik 
= evif +
P f
As o
	
"PIre, -for, #P- ffficie lficy of 00% 0 a primary voltago of 150 volup
5000 pri-mary turns #
 and 4 fbml c-urront Of l5s000 430poroxg, the required
r4@41OW-4 I# lo^4. ObAst Thot Ungth- P given a rosiguylty Of 1#3 X_ 10M6
Of 5 x _14.4 c,*, # Lind 4	 width Of 50 cift (5
11-2 fop x 20 gtr4g) Ig
rfF	 ig I-C 5: x 10 	x 10"^ =	 CM
-Won
3h-4 @wIveh@§ I-flclud#d 134A th# Ojwgge- iftvak# !@ro , 45 d#§zrib_@d her@t
fltwr% w 	 -flw_ !/2-gA,,*Id@ Orlipo	 by 112	 Por su-bi-Sogow-bbly
a@- 20 nah	 pcw- go_@*-#dd-wv urns	 T-)-* total roglim"co: was
itW	 'WWTVI^ INA Q-11=0 9
Vw_ 4-41ch-ing m4paniff gondl§tod Of A -toroida!.	 jfiagH_@$il cor* of the
@§m*_ d4_J'**ft§,,.I9-A§ 49 the	 oar*@	 Ua@b- is  v4s aslic*d -into
twenty 1pioc@@ ##4 v_*a@*vmbl#d with 0@125 cm mg to	 insertion
Of tho 4*4"t ,60-g s	 Th* total t4v wm 2 *,S e-mc,	 Tho winding congiated of ton g
350 VWft ti-AlivLE in sori## # NMI 11-ho Unit-5 ovon-ly distributed about 'the torolds
T-h-* ire wao thow vamo- as that mood an tbe Itr4na- forpter primary and has been
dow-ribW oa-r-1- Urt	 The, field to curront ratio was 1@7 'kG-/ ampere.
ti
ma	 of W,-@@ placed dir*ctly above and the other directly
below the tro-naformor tzore 	 in preliminary pump runs a curious sort of
octwas observedo	 V	 the transformer core wasiqutmal switch interfere -bon V
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Tho tr-04WOmp carre	 how&-vor# it Goo-Ood 10	 And ^h*
from th@ §w1uh W.M101. Was maltod	 vit -me)(gited, Swriv@h
and dr-ov*-
 
those- witch 3	 'normwlls	 Th@mult w## p- Y*Aly d@graoded
tum-0-11tv	 *Vvi thmigh- tho Orm flold, *# silly -a- 04 Or4ow
t- . arr eaU d -*W!Vc-h *IUMIT 10	 don	 h@	 #d tho	 ogr%da-VI	 f Y^on,	 -IA	 t	 Al -plap
4-09ignp	 mqmolc ohleldg &of-,@Igvft7 of	 Amew @f-
coppoer And	 Dla-@&-d b@tw@@n thm- trmmforfmr @or,@ MAI
@4@h 914 -T--che
	
-The tout gh4l.@Id thialk-mgg wom CA m,
970-	 KAMUT
Ambit a sqbbabl@ FmIfIgUr4tion 4@ Whom in Fj*-w@ 11A,	 TbA @ijt@r gig
wkr*@ mo QUIC cwpor- cand t-hA hmw- W-1—fro ig Cappler cI-!Ad TAI-Nbe
to t-h@	 053)
I R	 hATTS
we set
h A T	 QA w0la/cm*
9	 DI C-I 	 lormt-h of condmovorl
P4
rd
and lot VIM- obov* cm-figurat-j'arl- @W I/ Iftth	 of tho tot-#I current (so Oat
seven of these des will be required to @4-rry 0-o total laAwron.O.,	 T-hu-4
1	 15 9,000/7	 2144 apperesi
Thus
2S	 I
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3, Inductance
It will be shown below thot the ideal Inductance of the @*crag#
magnet was 125 J4h® The coil form was designed and built and the cable
described above was produced based on the promlis@ 00 that spiral insulation
with OvO30 inch-diamoUr # Formvar-coat@d, roaiotanc@ wire would be used. At
this tim@ # however ! Oxp@-V1@Ac@ with this iftoulation eh--owed that It would
not hold up over a long Tom The imulatij an finally chosen was I/O ninah-
diameter Kylar rop@q With this reduce-d-1 Apo@# factor the induotgy
- ^m bmome
00 lk h, 49 calculated from 4 rioUtignigbip given by Prow, (B)
L 1917 x IC2 24 2r" N 4K 07)
4
 'ho	 Is	 -1	 119^rt N '  the nwb@r, of Vurngs X - @ #- cangtan't daond' mp@n geometry
and 
a 
and b ox* the mean r4diu§ and hoight t rwopoeativoly j, as OQW-nw- In
rigure 12, With a s 10 * 6 m # b lOt-4 P-* -if 20 j
 and K Ov44, we get;
	L a It 97 x 10 x-
	  20 x 1016 x 0145
S 00 kkb f
The mawItmum central field expected U 19 * 5 K- at -15 WA for the field-
'constant 1#35 WkAo
4. Shield
The bottom of the flux pump was 30 C-1,4 fra-M the *agnat ti-orater at- which
point the field would be I kG without abWdirgs Since 1 -h-4 ,t is
unacceptably high shielding the pump w4-5 Pecog uaryL. Th@ 011 oold installed
was disk shaped with a diameter equal to the outside Glamour of the M--gnot
and was situated midway between the top of the magnet and the bottom of the
,pump. It consisted of 12 shoots of 0450-inch-thick Co-netic. The field
at the , 1vttom of the pump due to the magnQt wAs tbereby reduced by 113,
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FIGURE 12 - MAGNET CROSS SECTION
5. Current Measurement
The magnet field was measured by means of a Ball probe (Siemers `PVSS?)
which was calibrated directly in tem s of c urrNe nt. With 100 ma Hall
current, krown currents were passed through the magnet and the Hall voltage
F. ELECTRONICS
1. Outpuc
Circuit analysis, which was made with the aid of an analog computar,
showed that paralleling the load with a capacitor afforded many outbtantflr*
advantages in addition to tuning the discharge to 5 kH"L. A simpli*d
circuit is shown in Figure 13.
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FIGURE 13 - SIMPLIFIED OUTPUT CIRCUIT
Computer runs were made'for combinations of the following circuit parameter 4
values:
L, = 50 9 100 9 125µ h
i
C = 20 9 40 9 100 9 200	 f
.	 = 2.5 9 5 9 10	 fa h
r = 10 9 50 9 100 9 500 9 1000 m il
In selecting equivalent load resistances (r), the following values were
calculated from data. ,given in NASA-SP-5034.
Case 1	 Case 2	 Case 3
With Work in Contact
Inductance (1)
	
1.1,µh.	 .0.17	 0.77
Resistance ( r)	 10.4. mSZ 10'5	 9.7 .
Without Contact y
Inductance U)
	
3.4µh	 0.37	 2.3`
Resistance (r)	 3.7 mSZ	 9.9	 10.3
One set of computer results is shown in Figure 14. 	 The elements chosen
were determined by the requirements that (a) the load inductance be 5µh,
(b) the ringing frequency be 3 to 5 kHz, and (c) the current at first
maximum be at least 20 9000 amperes when 10,000: joules were stored.
	
The ,y
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results show that with L = 125 µh, C = 200 µf, and for r <100 mil the above
conditions are met. Most important is that to achieve a first maximum in
load current of 20 ,000 amperes one need only store about 12 , 000 amperes which
discharge at a maximum voltage of —2000 volts. Because of the reduction
in storage magnet inductance from 125 to 80 µ h it was necessary to increase
the stored current to 15,000 amperes to store the same energy. The computer
run, however, was made before the decrease in inductance and, therefore, the
smaller currents are indicated.
In Figure 14 it is seen that at 10 m S1  the stored current is initially
12,500 amperes and decays to 10,F00 amperes in 6 cycles. The stored energy
drops from 10,000 to 7,800 joules in the same period. The current in the
load reaches 23,000 amper-^s at first peak, remains always in one direction,
w	
and oscillates at 5 kHz. The capacitor voltage never exceeds 2000 volts.
At 50 mSZthe oscillations cease after two cycles with about 4000 joules
removed from storage. At 100 mSZabout one cycle is obtained before exponential
decay, and at 500 mil only one-half cycle at 10 ,000-ampere peak essentially
removes all-the energy. It would appear that a set of hammers with the
same inductance but different coupling could, for the same work piece, span
all these conditions.
The operational advantagc,: of using storage inductors in the above circuits
can be simply stated The inductance, L, is of little importance in
determining the ringing frequency since it parallels a much smaller load
inductance. Therefore, the storage inductor only stores and delivers energy
and can accommodate a wide range of hammer -capacitor combinations. We
assumed from the report, NASA -0- 034, that the 10-milload resistance was
a typical value, and that, the energy should be delivered over many cycles.
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As noted above, placing a capacitor in parallel with the load reduces
the voltages encountered during discharge to something of the order of 2000
volts« This suggests using a superconductor -driven -normal resistive switch
to effect a transfer of energy from the storage magnet to the load. Although
in the course of this work there was insufficient time to develop and test
such a switch, some preliminary calculations were made. A description of
these calculations follows. It should be noted, again that the computer runs
were made before it was necessary to increase the current from 12,000 to
15,000 amperes because of the reduced storage inductance. The results,
however, are not substantially altered by this increase in current.
An analog computer was used to predict circuit behavior and switching
losses as a function of switching speed and final switch resistance. The
results of these calculations showed that a 2.5-ohm resistor switched at the
relatively modest rate of 5 x 10 4
 ohm sec-1 (50µs to full. resistance) would
consume no more than 275 joules and would not materially change the circuit
discharge behavior as described in the preceding section.
T
Computer runs were made for switch resistances of from 1/2 to 10 ohms
(full switch value) switched at rates of from 2.5 x 10 3 ohm sec-1 to 10 5 ohm
sec-l . The resistance was set as:
x	
_i
R
R =at for 0 < ;
and
R R f = constant for t > 
Rf
where Rf is the full switched resistance and a is the switching speed. The
important results of the computer runs are compiled in Figures 15 and 16. In.
Figure 15, the energy lost in the switch is plotted as a function of R 
with switching speed as.a parameter. It maybe seen that there is little to
be gained in increasing the rate beyond 5 x 104 ohm sec- 1 or in increasing
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tthe final rog latanco beyond about 2 ,1/25. In Figure 15, the current at
first maxima is plotted versus aw,it bing speed with the full switch resistance
a parowt—er t
 Again, little is gained by go ing ;beyond the 5 x 204 ohm sec"l,
2,4/2—ohm valuea. For this data $ 4 = 125 µh, stored current = 12,000 Amperes,
load resistance z; 10 mil * load lnductance = 5µh, and the parallel capacitor
was 24014f• A typical computer re3ult is shown in Figure 17. Note that the
final resistance was 2-1/2 ohms and full switch occurred in 50µs (a = 5 x
1.04 ohm see -1 ) . In these runs $ the inductance of the switch was set at 1µh.
It can be easily shown that the mass, m, of switch material per unit
resistance, R (for a resistor of minimum length) $ is:
M = d	 I 2	 (58)
J
and that the length per unit resistance is:
R	 pJ
-where d is mass density, pis resistivity, I i.s the current to be carried, and
J is the current density capability of the switch material. Now, the current
desired is about 1 . 25 x 104 amperes, the density of Ti-35 w/o	 Nb is 5.44
gm/cm3 and a typical value of resistivity is 10 4 ohm.cm. These values are
all fixed. The current density, however, is another matter. For a stabilized 	
J
conductor it can be as high as 10 amperes cm-2 (zero field) in which case a
2.5-ohm resistor would have a length of:	 J
RI/p J = 2.5 x 1.5 x 104/10-4 x.106 i
;R
370 cm -12 ft	 4I
and a mass of
	
M	 (Rd/P) (I/J)2. (2 . 5x5.44/10-4 ) (1.5x104 /106)2
30 grams .	 N
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This is certainly a very reasonable size for the switch. A, stabilized
conductor is,, howeverp in the usual case, one which has been bonded along its
length to a lbw re4lstivity (Cu or Al) material. The stabilizing material.
provides a temporary low resistance path around any transient normal region.
in the superconductor. Clearly, one cannot stabilize switch material in
this manner, since the resistance would be lowered by the addition of
stabilizing material. On the other hand, the current density of unstabilized
conductor is only of the ordry of s x 104 amperes cm -2 . In this case, the
mass and length of the 2 ^5-ohm resistor would be 12 9 000 grams and 240 ft.
This borders on being an impractically large switch. It would be advantageous,
then, if the resistive switch could be stabilized without sacrificing
resistance.
One possible stabilizing method is to shunt the resistive switch with a cop-
per or alwainum mechanical switch. The mechanical switch would carry the
current during the normal transients of the resistive switch, and be opened
when the resistive switch is driven normal. It is possible that the mechanical
switch could be external to the dewar.
Another factor of concern is whether the energy dumped into the switch
will cause any heating damage. If the switch mass is 30 grams and if the total
energy deposited is 300 joules as would be the case in a routine discharge,
then the energy per unit mass is only 10 joules gram 1 which will not cause
	 I
f
the switch temperature to rise above 100°K. On the other hand, if some
disaster should occur (such as switching with no load) then it is conceivable
that all 104
 joules could be deposited in the switch. % ' this case, there are
	
Y
300 joules gram 1 and the switch would probably burn out. Hence, some
compromise will be neceasary between minimum switch mass And switch
protection.
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3. Input
The electronics for driving the flux pump consists of five units enclosed in a
single console. Power for the primary and switching fields is provided by two
Sorensen DCR 150-15A supplies. These units provide up to 15 amperes at voltaggg.
continuously variable to 150 volts and feature automatic constant voltage to
constant current cross -over. The automatic cross-over feature minimizes pwnp Pg
time and, since there are no limiting resistors, reduces power losses; at the sa_mg
time, however, such supplies have a tendency to oscillate with purely indpct ve
loads.
Other units in the console consist of a commutating unit, which delivers power
to the transformer primary and to the switching magnets in the proper sequence; a
third power unit, which supplies tachometer power, Hall probe power, and commutating.
motor power; and, finally, the output capacitor which shunts the load. Figure, lS
is a sketch which shows the position of these units in their console.
Figure 19 is a schematic of the commutating unit, and Figure 20 shows the Power
unit 'schematic. Power is (ielivere .d to the flux pump through a variable speo;,d motor
driven set of commutators which consist of copper clad, 4 inch-diameter, drums.
The copper is notched and the drums are angularly disposed so that the sequencing
shown in Figure 21 is achieved. Carbon brushes transmit the power to and from
the Commutator. Power may only be applied to the pump if relay, Rl, is energized
and RI is only energized if R2 is not energized. R2 serves to stop pumping
action if any of the 'following occur: 1) pump off switch is thrown; 2) the Halal
voltage exceeds a preset level (desired stored current level); or 3) the programing
resistor reaches a predetermined setting (maximum stored current).
The programing resistor serves to decrease primary current at the appropriate-
time in order to effect a lossless transfer of secondary currents as described
earlier. It is mechanically lriven by the same motor which drives the commutator
through a series of speed chang + re and A clutch as illustrated in Figure 22.
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FIGUt2E 21 - FLUX PUMPING SEQUENCE
TOME
CONTROLLE
The variabJ ,:i speed reducer is adjusted to achieve proper programing. An adjustable
arm on the programing pot actuates a microswtch, Sl, which, via R2, stops the pumping
action. S1 is adjusted to stop pumping at the maximum rated storage current levels
The clutch is energized during pumping. When the fire button is pressed to dump
the stored energy, the clutch power is momentarily removed and the programing
potentiometer, which is spring loaded, returns to zero.
Additional features of the electronics console include:
a) Front panel lamps indicating power on, pump on, and fire button
actuated.
b) A 6-second time delay after the fire button has been pressed (and the
stored energy released) before pumping may begin again.
c) A back--panel-mounted tachometer to indicate pump frequency.
d) A milliammeter, also mounted on the back panel, to indicate Hall
current'.
e) An interlocking switch which prevents dumping of the stored energy
during pumping.
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IV. RESULTS
, r
A. TESTS€
There were five separate runs made during which a maximum of 8000 amps
^k
At
was pumped and stored. This corresponds to about 3000 joules stored.
t^
The preliminary tests were inconclusive because of frul"ty dewars.
The first run uncovered the need for shielding one switch bank from the	 '}
other switch bank. It was noted that when the superconducting side of the
secondary prematurely went normal causing Loss of the stored energy, the
transition always corresponded to the instant of transformer core saturation.
As mentioned earlier, the do field from the off side switching core would
suddenly pulse the on side superconducting switches and switching core when
transformer core shielding disappeared. The magnetic pulse, only one gauss,
was sufficient to initiate a transition. Reassembly with fiva sheets of
0.01-in, co-netic interleaved with five 0.002-in. copper sheets between
the transformer core and each switch toroid solvers this problem by seducing
the stray pulsed field to 1/`3 gauss.
For the second run, a durimy switch element was mounted in one of the
slots and was used to monitor switching characteristics, The, element was 19 cm 	 M
long with five 1/2-cm branches separated by 1/ 2-cm gaps mounted between a
mylar sheet and nylon mesh so that direct cooling was available on one side	 1
only. The switch was folded twice to form a packet of active switch, 4 x 4 cm. 	
I
The dummy switch thus was in every way identical with the real switches.
A 10-amp current was used to monitor the switch resistance. This switch was
	 k
useful in several ways: (1) to measure resistance, as planned, (2) to
measure field surges during shielding studies, and (3) to measure temperature.
In the latter case the temperature measurement resulted because the switches
j
were so tightly confined and poorly cooled that the dummy switch would assume
	 'z	 "
J
the temperature of the companion switch which was carrying 0- 500 amps. Thais	 ^	 +
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it was used to signal temperature instabilities. It should be pointed out
that voltage measurements on closed superconducting circuits which might be
flickering locally between super and normal states are very difficult to
interpret and unders,xand. This extra dummy switch which, for example,
always becomes resistive before uncontrolled switch transitions, would
be useful in connection with automatic protection devices:
The second run, uncovered a fault in the primary transformer winding
(a half layer short) which was repaired. The third run was fully monitored
on an eight-channel pen recorder which measured the following;
T
p	
primary current
V 
	 primary voltage
Vs	secondary voltage
Lo
	stored current measured indirectly with a Hall probe
Vsw	 voltage across dummy switch at 10 amps
I v	current in upper switch drive core (— ±8A)
I L
	current in lower switch drive core
Throughout all these runs, trouble with a plastic dewar had led to its
replacement .with a metal dewar. The ! petal dewar w-;.s too short and failed
to mold helium above the total unit,as mentioned above. Tests were made
with either the magnet submerged or, for the last two runs, upside down with
the pump submerged and the magnet gas cooled.
9
An oscillograph of a typical run is shown in Fig. 23. Switching was
manual and at a low rate in order to study the end points of the run. This
f	
-	
^particular run reached 6000 amps. Several points, which illustrate earlier ,	^.
discussions, are worth noting.
1. A typical cycle includes the primary current on, then core saturation
(Curves land 3), followed by both switches made _
 superconducting ( Curves 6 and 7)
followed by the secondary current shifting from one branch to the other
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FIGURE 23 - OSCILLOGRAPN OF 6000-AMPERE PUMPING AND DECAY
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(Curves 6 and 7) and finally primary pumping (Curves l and 3) in the
opposite direction. The final cycle shows the superconducting switch going
normal #
 the field decaying; to zero (Curve 4) 0
 the dummy switch (Curve 5)
resistive when it should be superconducting, and a slight: precursor
disturbance on the primary volt:ag>9.
2. The top curve; the primary currento is pumping at approximately :t2
tamps. At core saturation the current jumps to *6 amps.
3. The third curve, the.primary voltage, shows ringing at the start
of each driving pulse. The volta ga remains constant at about *6-1/2
 volts
during pumping due to the back emf, NP di , until saturation. `then V
	
0
since the windings are superconductors.
4. Curve 5 is the voltage across the dummy switch (which is in cne
of the upper slots). Some of the ringing or disturbance in the other
circuits is picked up here and, presumably, similar pick-up voltages and
currents in the active switches could trigger premature transitions. The
final pulse si:aws a voltage across the dummy switch even though it should be
superconducting. Only he,";ing from the companion switch which has just gone
normal une ;pectedly could produce that voltage.
5	 Curves a and 7 record the drive currents in the upper and
lower switch cores. The Labelling, S or N, indicates that the switch
material is S (superconducting) or N (normal).
61	 Curve 2 shows the secondary voltage and is one of the most signifi-
cant records. Typical small pulses at A and B correspond to switching the
lower op upper switch to N. That drives current from one secondary branch
to the other. The area under this pulse multiplied by the currer:t is the
loss, 111 2 , in Equation (34). The estimate is 0.2 sec x 0,2 my :x -6000 T 0,25
joules while I I2 =10-8 x (6000)2
	0.36 joules, Not only is the theory
verified but the need to keep 1l small is also demonstrated.
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7. The current per cycle pumped into the load is not measurable on the
=_4cale of Curve 4, but pumping is linear and is about 120 amps/cycle: as
expected from Equation (8).
8. The field decay in Curve 4 shows a time constant of about l sec,
which is consistent with L/R	 0.8 x 10-4 =1.6. Therimar circuit
1/2 x1,-4	
p	 y
interaction should also contribute to the time constant fox ;
 decay.
B. CONCLUSIONS
The project, at this stage of completion. is in the preliminary test and
evaluation stage. The first few runs point out the need for shielding between
the various circuits and also show that effective shielding has been accomplished.
Transients which earlier triggered super-normal transitions have been eliminated.
The magnet, the weld joints, and the pumping speed are all better than tested
to date. The secondary switches go normal too easily at a low currt;-at
level and should be replaced if higher currents are to be reliably stored.
At the present level of 8000 amps the studies of dumping switches, trans-
mission lines from the storage magnet to the external loads, and careful
system efficiency studies in a better dewar should be continued.
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APPENDIX
The relationship between the change in primary current and various circuit
parameters to effect a lossless transfer of the load current from one secondary
loop to the other was shown in Equation (48) to be
di ^= T^ l/2 1
P
	
77
	 (59)
where	 dip = chaf^,ge in primary current
.9	 inductance of one secondary turn
.Q p = inductance of the primary winding
I = the load current
and
^ 11
M
r71 ^ CU)1 2
P
In this appendix this relationship will be further developed and numerical values
will be calculated.
Now M is defined by N s@ = Mip
 where Ns is the number of secondary turns and
is the flux that links the secondary due to ip, In our case N s = 1 so
that 0 = M ip.
The toroidal eometr	 ensuresg	 y that all the primary flue: links the secondary..
Since the primary inductance I	 is defined by N f0 =	 1l i	 where 0 is the same flux
pQ P	 P P^ ^
as above; we have Np =	 or M = The mutual inductance is, therefore,
P
independent of the secondary self- inductance, which depends on the size of the
secondary straps.
.Thus ,
77_	
M _	
1	
^	 1/ 2
_
Up) Np (11P)	 P
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e should now like to calculate the change in primary current required fr., lossless
ransfer when the load current is at i ts full value of 1.5 x 104 amps.	 Let us
ssume the following values are representative
6
= 10 -g henry
s
t
27M	 = 4 5 cm i
^L0 = air core = 1.257 x 10 8 henry/cm
Np =1.5x10 3 turns t
A = 1. 5	 2
= 1/2 (assume half the flux of one secondary links the other.).
-
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nd the equation for dip becomes
dip
 = .^1 I f l +) Np
p
a is a relation between ,gip and N
p 
for a toroid which is approximately obtained
N 4! _ ,Qpip . Now,
N N i
BA= -- 2---p -P At
I
r is the mean toroidal radius and A is -the winding cross -sectional area.
Hence
tf
t
^F
t
Then
8	 410	 x1.5x^4.5x10x1.5x10
dip =	 8	 36 amperes.1.257x10	 x1..5x10 x1.5x 1.0
If the number of secondary turns is increased to 3 x 10 3 , then dip becomes 18
amperes. Design effort to reduce C cou.1d further reduce this value, but even with
e	 r,
C	 0 di	 12 amps.	 if
P	 t
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